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The company "BryanskInterTrans" offers you business cooperation in the field of customs
clearance of goods and transport and logistics services.
We provide a full range of services in the field of foreign trade relations and are able to
organize transportation by all types of transport, including multimodal transportation.
Our goal is long-term cooperation on an ongoing basis. We try to provide high-quality
prompt customs clearance services.
The range of these services includes:
• Definition, confirmation of the product code in accordance with the EAEU TNVED;
• calculation of customs payments;
• electronic declaration with the seal of the customs representative;
• assistance in confirming the declared value of the goods;
• representing the client's interests in the customs authorities of the Russian Federation;
• outsourcing through a green sector company;
• protection of the interests of participants in foreign economic activity in arbitration courts;
• accompanying the release of goods (with the seal of the declarant) at the customs posts of
actual control of the Bryansk customs (codes 10102030, 10102032, 10102150). *
The cost of services for complex customs clearance at the post of actual control post code
10009010. CAT in import mode 40.
- 1 vehicle with brewing products will amount to RUB 18,000; **
- 1 vehicle with other alcoholic beverages will amount to 20,000 rubles; **
- submission of the 2nd (and any additional) diesel fuel for goods under other foreign
economic activity contracts located in one vehicle will amount to 50% of the specified rate **.
1st vehicle with motor vehicles (extract PTS, PSM, PSHTS) will be 22,000 rubles. **
** For bulk deliveries, we are ready to consider lowering the initial rates.
The cost of services for complex customs clearance at the post of actual control of the
Bryansk customs post code 10102030 ***
from 1 to 3 vehicles in import mode 40 per month 18,000 rubles;
from 3 to 6 vehicles in the import mode 40 RUB 15,000 per month;
from 6 to 9 vehicles in import mode 40 RUB 12,000 per month;
from 9 to 12 vehicles in import mode 40 RUB 9000 per month;
from 12 and more vehicles in the import mode 40 RUB 6,000 per month;
- submission of the 2nd (and any additional) diesel fuel for goods under other foreign
economic activity contracts located in one vehicle will amount to 50% of the indicated rates.
The cost of customs clearance services in the export mode 10 ****
from 1 to 5 vehicles per month 10,000 rubles;
from 5 to 10 vehicles per month 8000 rubles;
from 10 to 15 transport vehicles a month 6000 rubles;
from 15 and more vehicles per month 4000 rubles
**** When registering goods in export mode 10 to the address of one recipient under one
contract for each added vehicle in one EDT 600 rubles.
Participants of foreign economic activity do not bear other expenses! ****

Registration cost includes:

 verification of accompanying documentation and analysis of the foreign economic
contract,

 arrival of a vehicle at the ZTK (customs control zone),
 placement of goods and vehicles in the ZTK ***
 transfer of documents to customs authorities for the subsequent application of the
“release for domestic consumption” procedure,
 submission of a declaration for the imported goods sealed by a customs representative,
 support of the release of goods in the customs authorities of the Russian Federation,
 presence during inspection or inspection ***** (at the request of the customs authority),
 issuance of a declaration for the goods, transfer of documents to the driver with the
subsequent dispatch of the vehicle from the ZTK to the address of the consignee of the cargo.
* When submitting the EDT to the customs authority with the seal of the declarant and
services for accompanying the release, including meeting the vehicle at the ZTK of the actual control post
10102030, transferring the accompanying documentation to the customs authority for verification,
accompanying the release of goods, the presence of a representative during the inspection and
documentation to the driver, its release from the ZTK, the cost of the service is agreed with the declarant.
*** Upon arrival of vehicles at the ZTK of the post of actual control of the Bryansk customs,
the code of the post is 10102030, the location of vehicles is free of charge "supply of EDT from wheels",
regardless of the period of registration of EDT.
***** When an inspection by the customs authority is assigned to the declared goods when
moving a vehicle and placing it at a temporary storage warehouse, additional costs are re-charged
according to the accounts of the temporary storage warehouse based on the current prices.
All declarations for goods are submitted for the electronic digital signature of the AllRussian customs broker
LLC TAMARIX Logistics (certificate No. 0843/01 dated 28.02.2019).
The accumulated knowledge in the field of customs clearance of imported goods under
direct contracts of foreign economic activity participants makes it possible to carry out customs
clearance of products below the "risks" and "KP" of the FCS of Russia, with full responsibility for
confirming the value of the goods. Over the entire period of work with our partners - not a single customs
value has been adjusted, we always confirm we confirm the FIRST method.
Also, our company is always ready to carry out the transportation of goods from the
countries of Western and Eastern Europe, China, the Middle East, countries of Central and Southeast
Asia, the USA.
All services that we offer and provide are provided by qualified specialists and vast
experience.
As a result, we completely relieve you of your worries about the delivery of your goods.
- When working with. regular customers apply a flexible system of discounts, taking into
account the volume of traffic.
- We guarantee you high quality service and cargo safety.
- We control the full cycle of cargo transportation and reporting to the client, we comply with
the terms of transportation and timely delivery.
The company "BryanskInterTrans" will solve any complex logistic problems for you and will
gladly become a loyal and reliable partner for a long time!
Yours faithfully,
CEO
LLC "BryanskInterTrans" А.А. Verzhbitsky
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